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ABSTRACT Hardware-oriented neuromorphic computing is gaining great deal of interest for highly parallel

data processing and superb energy efficiency, as the candidate for replacement of conventional von Neumann

computing. In this work, a novel synaptic transistor constructing the neuromorphic system is proposed,

fabricated, and characterized. Amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-oxide (α-IGZO) andAl2O3 are introduced as

the channel and gate dielectric materials, respectively. Alongwith the high functionality and low-temperature

processing viability, geometric peculiarity featuring extended gate structure improves the performances of

the proposed transistor as synaptic component in the neuromorphic system. The insight into the substantial

effect of optimal device structure design on energy efficiency is highlighted.

INDEX TERMS Hardware-oriented neuromorphic computing, parallel data processing, energy efficiency,

synaptic transistor, amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-oxide, extended gate, device structure design.

I. INTRODUCTION

The amount of data in need for realizing the artificial intel-

ligence (AI), internet of things (IoT), and real-time data

services has been tremendously expanded and the demand on

big-data processing capacity has been drastically increased

in accordance. This necessity of vast data processing calls for

innovation in the processing system toward highly parallel

and ultra-low-energy computing capabilities [1]. The con-

ventional computer architecture that has been lasting more

than a half of century, von Neumann architecture, is capa-

ble of high-speed and high-precision arithmetic operations

through logic processing. However, power consumption per

chip getting higher, joule heating becoming more serious

with chip complexity, and system speed bottleneck due to

serial data processing have much room to resolve [2]–[5].

In order to overcome these limits and increase the parallel
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computing capability more importantly valued in the mas-

sive data processing, new computing architecture has been

sought and neuromorphic system is on the leading edge

in recent days [6]–[9]. The neuromorphic system realizes

various neural networks defined by mathematical and soft-

ware approaches through hardware. The application of the

neuromorphic system is more specified for learning, infer-

ence, and recognition through hardware-sense realization of

human nervous system represented by synapse and neuron.

By switching the approach to hardware-initiated method,

ultra-low energy consumption can be pursued, by which

the genuine feature of how human brain energy-efficiently

works is more fundamentally mimicked. By the help of

brain-inspired interconnections among the synaptic com-

ponents and the neurons, highly fast parallel operations

are made possible with the superiority to the conventional

von Neumann architecture which is mainly specified for

series computing [10]–[12]. The electrical analogy of weight

change in biological synapse, change in the number of
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neurotransmitters between pre- and post-synaptic neurons

communicating with spikes, is realized by modulation of

electrical conductance in the synaptic device. The spiking

neural network (SNN) can be implemented for either off-

chip learning or on-chip learning. In the former learning

method, the synaptic devices only receive the weights pre-

determined in the processing unit and perform the vector

multiplication, which boosts the overall system speed for

operation. On the other hand, in the latter one, the weights

of the synaptic devices are determined by the neuron opera-

tions, which makes the system more autonomous with higher

resemblance to the biological nervous system run by spike-

timing-dependent plasticity (STDP). A relatively larger por-

tion of the researches on synaptic device design have been

dedicated to off-chip learning system working in cooperation

with separately prepared processing unit, getting rid of the

necessity of rather complicated design part which equips a

synaptic device with the STDP responsivity.

In this work, a novel synaptic device based on field-effect

transistor (FET) operated by coupling gate, coupling-gate

amorphous indium-gallium-zinc-oxide (α-IGZO), or shortly,

CG-IGZO synaptic transistor is designed, fabricated, and

characterized. Although there have been related research

results on either FET-based or GZO-based synaptic devices

recently [13], [14], in this work, a novel structuring with

CG is regarded as a distinctive aspect in designing a synap-

tic transistor. By introducing the peculiar gate structuring,

the synaptic weight can be more discriminatively tuned in

the highly reproducible and practical ways of both fabrication

and layout design. A forward step has been made upon the

FET technology and functional material by delving into a

more exquisite device structure design for synaptic operations

with higher reliability. It is shown that the synaptic operations

gain higher reliability with the help of proposed channel

material and novel device structuring. Further, the STDP

learning capability is validated for the on-chip neuromorphic

system.

II. DEVICE FABRICATION

Memristors have been widely studied as synaptic devices

for neuromorphic application owing to its great geomet-

ric resemblance with the biological synapse which can be

modeled as a two-terminal unit [15], [16]. However, it has

been quite challenging to achieve the full functions of

biological synapse via operations of two-terminal memris-

tors. Addition of the third terminal would provide better

proximity in describing the synapse behaviors with higher

degrees of completeness and flexibility [17]. On the mate-

rial side, amorphous-oxide-semiconductor (AOS) thin-film

transistors (TFTs) are known to have higher field mobil-

ity, small subthreshold swing, low-temperature processing

viability, and optical transparency in the visible-light range.

Among the AOS materials, α-IGZO has demonstrated a rel-

atively wide energy bandgap of 3.0 eV, high uniformity in

its deposition processing, excellent on/off current ratio in the

applications for FETs, and high Si processing compatibility

FIGURE 1. Layout schematic of the CG-IGZO synaptic transistor.

FIGURE 2. Fabrication process of the CG-IGZO synaptic transistor.
(a) Wafer preparation and isolation oxide deposition. (b) Cu deposition
and patterning for BG. (c) Al2O3 deposition by LT ALD for gate insulation.
(d) IGZO deposition and patterning for constructing the channel. (e) Cu
deposition and patterning for source and drain electrodes.

at the back-end-of-the-line (BEOL) [18], [19]. Moreover,

high sustainability of its electrical and optical characteristics

under the modular stresses has allowed the applications of

α-IGZO to expand into the flexible electronics and bioelec-

tronics [20], [21]. For these reasons, α-IGZO FET synap-

tic device has been designed and fabricated. Fig. 1 shows

the layout schematic of the CG-IGZO synaptic transistor.

The Cu CG is constructed on the bottom gate (BG) with the

insertion of gate oxide between them, which will be clearly

demonstrated by the process integration. Fig. 2(a) through (e)

shows the process integration for fabricating the CG-IGZO

synaptic transistor. Each sequence is explained by accompa-

nying the cross-sectional views along the cutline adjoining

point A and A’ in Fig. 1. p-type (100) Si wafers were initially

cleaned by sulfuric peroxide mixture (SPM) for preparing
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FIGURE 3. Layout schematic of the CG-IGZO synaptic transistor and the
cross-sectional views along the gate line. (a) Cutline at the device center
along the gate line. Cross-sectional views of the device (b) before and
(c) after the Cu deposition for CG formation.

the device fabrication. Then, SiO2 was thermally grown with

a thickness of 50 nm for electrical isolation between the

substrate and the device active region as shown in Fig. 2(a).

Cu was deposited by an electron-beam (e-beam) evaporator

with a thickness of 20 nm for constructing the metal BG as

shown in Fig. 2(b). Then, 40-nm-thick Al2O3 was deposited

for gate insulator (GI) by a low-temperature (LT) atomic

layer deposition (ALD) with Al(CH3)3 and H2O precursors

at 80 ◦C as shown in Fig. 2(c). Next, 35-nm-thick IGZO layer

was deposited by a radio-frequency (RF) sputter at room tem-

perature and patterned for the device channel region as shown

in Fig. 2(d). The bombardment Ar/O2 gas mixture was pro-

vided with flow rates of 3/0.1 standard cubic centimeter per

minute (SCCM), the processing pressure was 5 mTorr, and

the RF power was 150 W. Subsequently, Cu was deposited

by an e-beam evaporator with a thickness of 30 nm and

patterned to construct the source and drainmetal electrodes as

shown in Fig. 2(e). The critical dimensions of the source and

drain junctions were determined to have overlaps with the Cu

BG. Fig. 3(a) shows the layout schematic of the CG-IGZO

synaptic transistor with new adjoining points B and B’ for

demonstrating the cross-sectional views along the gate line.

After the source and drain electrodes are constructed, the gate

FIGURE 4. Operation physics and design variables. (a) Movements of
hydrogen ions in response to CG voltage. (b) Schematic illustration of the
biological synapse and neurons. (c) Oxide thicknesses in the transistor
and CG regions as processing design variables.

oxide is locally etched by buffered oxide etching (BOE)

in order to define the region for CG. The square CG was

designed to have smaller area than the square BG area so that

the electric field induced by an external voltage applied to CG

is transferred to BG without loss in the capacitive manner.

Fig. 3(b) schematically shows the cross-sectional view of the

fabricated device, in which it is found that the BG and CG are

not physically but capacitively connected through the thinner

gate oxide region defined by BOE. In the end, Cu is deposited

by an e-beam evaporator to construct the Cu metal electrode

as schematically shown in Fig. 3(c).

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The Al2O3 has relatively weak AlO-H bonding matrix when

the ALD process is performed at a low temperature. This

bonding is weak enough to be broken by an electric field.

Thus, in the proposed device, vertical gate voltage has the

controllability over the hydrogen ions which are weakly

bound to AlO and easy to break the bond and move as shown

in Fig. 4(a) [22]. This operation provides the modulation

of channel conductance which can be inferenced as synap-

tic weight, by which the biological analogy to the change

in strength of synaptic connectivity schematically shown in

Fig. 4(b) is realized in the electrical hardware sense [23].

In the existence of net positive charges in the oxide layer of

a metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) capacitor, the flat-band

voltage shift (1VFB) is defined by Eq. (1).

1VFB(ϕs) =
1

εox

[

−

∫ Tox

0

xρnet (x)dx + T oxQit (ϕs)

]

(1)

Here, εox and Tox are the electrical permittivity and physical

thickness of gate oxide. ρnet(x) is the net volume charge

density at location x in the unit of C/cm3. Qit is the areal

interface charge density in the unit of C/cm2. Since the total
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charge density per unit area in the gate oxide (Qox) as the

sum of bulk and interface charges is expressed by Eq. (2),

1VFB is simplified to Eq. (3) and (4).

Qox(ϕs) = −
1

T ox

∫ Tox

0

xρnet (x)dx + Qit (ϕs) (2)

1VFB = −
ToxQox

εox
(3)

1VFB(x) = −
xQox

εox
(4)

Here, x = 0 and x = Tox indicate the metal-oxide and

oxide-semiconductor interfaces, respectively. Based on the

MOS capacitor theory, the moving hydrogen ions as a func-

tion of gate voltage (VGS) would result in continuous shift

of threshold voltage (Vth) in the fabricated CG-IGZO synap-

tic transistor. Consequently, the hysteresis characteristics are

predicted to be observed in the transfer curves for a round trip

of forward and backward VGS sweeps. In general, the hystere-

sis is undesirable phenomenon to void in the usual MOSFET

applications. However, in this case that the collective move-

ment of hydrogen ions is repeatedly and predictably control-

lable, Vth, in other words, the channel conductivity can be

precisely determined. This feature has the high applicability

in realizing the synaptic operation of potentiation and depres-

sion [24], [25]. A largerVth shift allows to havewider window

into which a larger number of weights can be modulated.

The hysteresis, or equivalently, Vth shift can be analytically

expressed in the following procedure.

Vth = VFB0 −
xQox

εox
+

|Qdm|

Cox
+ 2φF (5)

VFB0 is the flat-band voltage when there is no oxide charge.

Qdm is the areal charge density in the unit of C/cm2 in the

semiconductor depletion region. φF is the potential difference

converted from the difference between Fermi level and intrin-

sic Fermi level in the neutral region.

Vth,positive = VFB0 −
ToxQox

εox
+

|Qdm|

Cox
+ 2φF (6)

Vth,negative = VFB0 +
|Qdm|

Cox
+ 2φF (7)

Vth,positive indicates Vth in the steady state that the movements

of mobile oxide charges by a positive gate voltage stops

eventually at a certain location. Vth,negative denotes the Vth in

the steady state that the opposite process takes place.

1Vth = Vth,positive − Vth,negative = −
ToxQox

εox
(8)

This MOSCAP theory can be applied for describing the

operation physics of the proposed synaptic transistor, and its

Vth and hysteresis can be mathematically expressed.

VT = VT2 + VFB0

−
Tox1Qox1A1x + Tox2Qox2A2y

εox
(9)

VT0 = VT2 + VFB0 (10)

VT ,final = VT2 + VFB0

−
Qox1A1T

2
ox1 + Qox2A2T

2
ox2

εox
(11)

Vhysteresis =
∣

∣VT0 − VT ,final

∣

∣

=
Qox1A1T

2
ox1 + Qox2A2T

2
ox2

εox
(12)

Qox1 is the total charge of the hydrogen ions in the oxide

between CG and BG in Fig. 4(c) and Qox2 is that in the oxide

between BG and the IGZO channel. Tox1 and Tox2 indicate

the respective oxide thicknesses. Also, A1 and A2 are the

areas of Cu CG and the IGZO channel, respectively. Thus,

Eq. (9) through (12) shows that the hysteresis characteristics

are dependent on the amount of charges, thickness, area, and

electrical permittivity of the CG and channel oxide layers.

In a more macroscopic view, the structure of synaptic tran-

sistor consists of two capacitors connected in series, in which

the voltage applied on the CG are transferred to the channel in

the capacitive manner. The relation between effective VGS,in

on the channel and the externally imposed gate voltage VGS,ex

can be identified by charge neutrality.

Cox1
(

VGS,ex − VGS,in − VFB
)

= Cox2

(

VGS,in − VT2 −
yQox2A2Tox2

εox

)

(13)

VGS,in =
Cox1

Cox1 + Cox2

(

VGS,ex − VFB
)

+
Cox2

Cox1 + Cox2

(

VT2 −
yQox2A2Tox2

εox

)

=

εoxA1
Tox1

εoxA1
Tox1

+
εoxA2
Tox2

(

VGS,ex − VFB
)

+

εoxA2
Tox2

εoxA1
Tox1

+
εoxA2
Tox2

(

VT2 −
yQox2A2Tox2

εox

)

=
1

1 +
Tox1
Tox2

A2
A1

(

VGS,ex − VFB0 +
xQox1A1Tox1

εox

)

+
1

1 +
Tox2
Tox1

A1
A2

(

VT2 −
yQox2A2Tox2

εox

)

(14)

Under the condition that all the internal charges have moved

to x = Tox1 and y = Tox2, the current-voltage (I -V ) equation

of the synaptic transistor can be formulated as below:

ID = µ
Cox1Cox2

Cox1 + Cox2

W2

L2

1

1 +
Tox1A2
Tox2A1

×



VGS,ex − VFB0 − VT2

+
Qox1A1T

2
ox1 + Qox2A2T

2
ox2

εox

)2

(15)

As the result, the synaptic transistor with CG has the current

characteristics of which hysteresis increases with CG area

A1 and channel area A2 and both hysteresis and current
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FIGURE 5. Hysteresis characteristics from the fabricated CG-IGZO
synaptic devices with different Tox1 values at a fixed Tox2 = 40 nm.

increase with CG oxide thickness T1 and channel oxide T2.

The hysteresis characteristic is closely related with change

in conductance, or equivalently, synaptic weight taking

place while performing either potentiation or depression

operations.

The current equation in Eq. (15) can be rewritten as a pure

function of A2 by replacing L2 by L2 = A2/W2. As the result,

a rational function which has the second-order polynomials in

terms of A2 in both nominator and denominator of the func-

tion is obtained but the denominator has a root of zero. It has

a geometric implication that a very high conduction current

(mathematically, infinite) shows a monotonic decrease as a

function of A2 and asymptotically approaches a convergence

value. The wider the hysteresis is, the larger change in synap-

tic weight is resulted in. The key in designing the proposed

synaptic transistor is proven to lie in the optimization of oxide

thicknesses between CG and BG and between BG and the

conducting channel of the synaptic transistor.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fabricated synaptic transistors have different CG oxide

thicknesses of Tox1 = 0 nm (direct contact between

FIGURE 6. Analytical analysis of hysteresis depending of critical
dimension in the fabricated CG-IZGO synaptic transistor. Vth shift as a
function of A2 at different Tox1 values of 0, 10, and 25 nm.

CG and BG), 10 nm, and 20 nm, while width/length (W /L)

dimensions are set to W/L = 50/50µm. The gate volt-

age VGS was swept over a large enough range between

−20 V and 20 V with an interval of 0.1 V so that the

effective location of internal charges can be controlled over

the entire geometrical range between 0 and Tox. A Keithley

4200A-SCS Parameter Analyzer was used for the electri-

cal characterization. Fig. 5(a) shows the initial I -V curves

from the fabricated synaptic transistors with different Tox1’s.

The voltage sweep was conducted in the round-trip man-

ner so that the hysteresis can be clearly observed. Further,

the measurement under each condition was performed on

eight different devices for proving the higher credibility and

reproducibility of the synaptic operations. Fig. 5(b) shows

the hysteresis extracted from Fig. 5(a). The threshold volt-

ages were read by constant current method at ID = 10−9

A and hysteresis value was defined to be the difference

between threshold voltages for forward sweep and for reverse

sweep, Vhysteresis = Vth,forward − Vth,reverse. Fig. 6 depicts

the hysteresis as a function of channel area A2 at different

Tox1’s. As predicted from the theoretical background, it is

experimentally reassured from Fig. 6 that hysteresis has the

strong positive relations with A2 and Tox1. In particular, the

dependence of hysteresis on Tox1 is revealed to be hyper

linear in accordance with Eq. (12). The allowed total length

of ion movement in the oxide is determined by Tox1 and

the additionally required synaptic operation voltage is depen-

dent on effective vertical location of the charges. Fig. 7(a)

shows the voltage schemes for potentiation, read (inference),

and depression operations, respectively. In order to perform

the potentiation and depression operations, gate overdrive

(VGS − Vth) of 7 V and −3 V were applied, respectively,

for 700 µs. In these operations, drain voltage (VDS) is set to

0 V, in order for purely vertical movements of the charges
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FIGURE 7. Synaptic operation characteristics. (a) Operation schemes for
potentiation, read (inference), and depression. Conductance modulation
characteristics depending on (b) CG oxide thickness Tox1 and (c) channel
area A2.

across the oxide regions. Read operation is carried out at

(VGS − Vth, VDS) = (5 V, 5 V). The potential and depression

operations were performed 32 times each in the consecutive

manner to investigate the gradual change in read current.

Fig. 7(b) shows the read current as the pulse operation is

preceded for the synaptic devices with W /L = 50/20 µm

with different Tox1’s of 0 nm, 10 nm, and 25 nm. The change

in drain current (1I ) is the difference between actual read

current at a specific point and the initial current value before

conducting any synaptic operation. Current changes over

the consecutive potentiation pulses are depicted up to the

pulse number of 32 and those over the repeated depression

pulses are shown afterward up to number of 64. It is clarified

by Fig. 7(b) that the amount of change in current modula-

tion gets larger as Tox1 increases at a given gate overdrive.

Fig. 7(c) demonstrates the weight change over the synaptic

operations at different A2’s at a fixed Tox1 = 10 nm. The

scaling of A2 is made by controlling channel length L2 for 50,

20, 10, 5, and 3 µmwhile the channel widthW2 is constant at

10µm. It is confirmed by Fig. 7(c) that smallerA2 (shorterL2)

makes the conductance change more distinguishable. Thus,

it can be reasoned that the correlation between the proposed

model and the experimental part can be found. It has been

shown in this work that the synaptic operation can have the

improved tolerance against the threshold voltage variation

by widening the usable voltage range for more distinctive

synaptic operation characteristics and getting the hysteresis

under control, by the help of the novel structuring with

extended gate. Moreover, controlling the oxide thicknesses

and effective contact area has a substantial effect in changing

the synaptic operation characteristics, which surely is an engi-

neering variable from the neuromorphic system point of view.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, an advanced synaptic transistor based on IGZO

thin-film transistor has been proposed, fabricated, and charac-

terized. The improved synaptic operations attribute to a novel

structure featuring coupling gate and alumina prepared at a

low temperature by atomic layer deposition. From the theo-

retical study, it has been found that the hysteresis characteris-

tics can be practically altered by a set of design parameters of

Tox1, Tox2, A1, and A2. Furthermore, stronger dependences of

the synaptic operations have been traced on Tox1 andA2, more

experimentally. The proposed device structure featuring the

extended gate has been proven to provide the distinct weight

tunability of a synaptic transistor through its dependence on

thickness of the oxide beneath the coupling gate and the

channel width/length which can be rather easily in the device

fabrication and layout design levels. A new application of

IGZO in the synaptic transistor toward the hardware neuro-

morphic system has been evaluated with highly feasible and

practical process integration and design.
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